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Oldest College
Newspaper

(Weekly Student Newspaper)

PLMRSHOLD
ELECTION OF
NEWOFFICEOS
Fuller and Ballard Elected
Business Manager and
Secretary
VARIO NEW PRESIDENT
Plans Made For New Freshman Players Group
The Rollins Student Players
have held their first meeting for
the college year in the choir room
of the Chapel. The purpose of
this meeting was to elect officers
and to formulate plans for the
coming dramatic season.
An outstanding group of students was elected to serve as officers of the Rollins Student Players for this year. The organization will have Siley Vario as its
president.
George Fuller and
Seymore Ballard were elected as
Business Manager and Secretary
respectively. The faculty adviser
for the group is Professor Donald
S. Allen, Director of Student
Dramatics.
Besides producing four major
plays in the Annie Russell Theatre this year, the Rollins Student
Players have two other objectives
For the first time in the history of
dramatics at Rollins a Freshman
Players group is to be organized
on our campus. In the very i
future the Freshmen will 1
more about the plans for their
ganization. The other important
project to be undertaken by the
Rollins Student Players is the petitioning of an honorary dramatic fraternity. It is the hope of the
Players that their petition will be
acceipted and a charter granted
sometime during this year. These
two additional dramatic groups on
our campus should stimulate a
great deal of interest and enthusiasm in all phases of dramatic
work at Rollins.

MARKEIG GLASS
Deal W i t h I n t r i c a t e P r o b l e m s
On E c o n o m i c C o n d i t i o n s
CHAIN STORE A MENACE

The Phi Kappa Delta Debate
Question for the year is as
follows:
Resolved: That the National Labor Relations Board
Should be Empowered to Enforce Arbitration of all Industrial Disputes.
On October 20th Rollins
Debaters have been invited to
participate in a State Debate
Tournament to be held at
Stetson University in DeLand, This is a practice tournament and Rollins will take
all students who have a desire to adequately prepare
the question.
Rollins again plans to entertain some twenty or thirty visiting debate teams this
year, Dartmouth being the
first, sometime in December.
And a delegation of the six
outstanding students in debate, oratory and extempore
speaking will be sent to the
National Pi Kappa Delta
Convention which willbe held
in Topeka, Kansas, in April.
There will be a meeting of
the Debate Squad, Tuesday
evening, October 19th at 7:30
in the Speech Studio.
All
students interested in forensics are invited to attend.

10 BE
HELD IN EVENING
Mr. Siewert To Play At Organ
Vespers In Chapel
BEGINS AT 7:20 P. M.
An experiment in offering organ
vesper programs during the evening instead of the late afternoon
will be undertaken at Rollins College this fall, it is announced.
According to the plans. Organist
Herman F. Siewert will offer a series of three organ vespers on
Thursday evenings in Knowles Memorial Chapel beginning Thursday, October 28. The programs
will be given at 7:30 and will run
until 8:00.
By presenting the organ vespers
at this hour officals of Rollins College expect a larger attendance of
the students who, in former years,
have found the afternoon period inconvenient because of other campus activities. At 7:20, the students will be finished with their
dinners in the Commons and free
to attend the vespers. It is also
expected that more townspeople
will find it more convenient to attend evening vespers.

Keeping pace with the demand
of business for people with practical training, the students of marketing are tackling real and some
of the newest problems of business.
As usual the programs will be
The marketing field today is filled with ti'ying problems, and upon open to the general public.
satisfactory solutions depend not
only the success of individual businesses as such but the very prosperity of the community. Many of
these problems have to do with the
social, philosophical, political and
moral conditions as well as the
By Budd Howland
economic situations.
I was a little skeptical of seeing
Two new magazines have recently been added to the library to fur- Hitler a t all during my summer in
nish materials on the changing Germany. His movements were
conditions in the business field. kept secret, and his visits to the
rious cities were always a great
One of these magazines, FOOD
rprise. Little did I realize, as I
INDUSTRIES, deals with both the
production and the marketing of bought my ticket in Nurnberg to
the opera, "DiDe Fledermaus"
foods. The other. Super Markets,
is a magazine on merchandising, that I was buying a ticket to sit
and is the trade magazine of the not twenty feet from one of the
Super Market group. This maga- most discussed men of the world
zine is now in its second year and nd the most powerful man in all
has several thousand subscribers. Europe.
Super Markets have had a phenomThere was
nothing unusual
enal growth. Not many of them! about the theatre—no red carpet
are more than eighteen months old, I or extra flowers—nothing to sugbut number some 3000 now. They gest a visit of the Chancellor. Peoare more conmion in New England, ple gathered slowly in the spacious
New Jersey and the North Central lobbies and begun to take their
section that other parts of the Uni- seats in the auditorium. I gave my
ted SUtes. They are few in num- ticket to an usher at the door and
ber in the South; only one in Flor- took my seat. The place was alida, in Miami.
ready three quarters full, and the
The members of he Super Mar- orchestra had begun its tuning.
ket Association held their first An usher suddenly left his post—a
convention at the Hotel Astor in young couple hurried u pthe aisle—
New York City last week. Super someone shouted, "Er kommt."
Market men from the whole coun- The words reechoed through out
the vast auditorium and as if
try were in attendance.
someone had shouted "Fire" inThe September issue of Super
stead of "He is coming," the peoMarkets contains articles upon the
ple rushed out into the lobby.
growth and methods of the Super
A double line of the tall S. S.
Markets, and also upon recent leghad
been formed from the entrance
(Continned on page 2, eoL 1)
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Windsors in Paris, May Visit U. S.

lOLI LEAVES
FOUNEWIYOOI
OCTOBER 20
ANDERSON ALSO TO GO
To Further Rollins Candidacy
For Membership in A.A.U.

ICONVOCATION HELD
THIS MORNING IN
KNOWLES CHAPEL

To Purchase First Unit In
Chain of Homes To Stretch
Across Country
CALLED 'HEARTHSTONES'
Today Is Founders Day For
V Kappa Kappa Gamma

Shown above as they arrived in Paris to shop for fall and winter
wardrobes are the Duke and Duchess of Windsor, who are expected
ta visit America shortly. Edward ducked into a Turkish bath ^o
escape crowds, but his smiling duchess didn't seem to mind the
ogling thronfis at all as she made the rounds of the smart shoos.

Headlines DEGIDE BUDGETS
By FRED LIBERMAN
A Dead Letter
When Secretary of State,, Cordell Hull, announced that the U.
S. would accept an invitation to
the conference concerning the Nine
er treaty and its application to
the present situation in China, he
trade the traditional American policy of isolation and neutrality a
dead letter.
This move follows closely the
views expressed
by President
Roosevelt in his Chicago address
Wednesday and is an open condemnation of Japanese aggression.
But the most important point is
that this shift in American policy
ot in harmony with Senator
Nye's Neutrality Act, which is ardently backed by many congressional peace organizations.
The philosophy of the new foreign
policy demands what is called "concerted action" by all nations interested in maintaining peace. The
United States is looked upon by
many nations as the only power
able to cope with the Sino-Japanese conflict and by others as a
necessary ally and leader.
This
causes observers to assert that the
appearance of the United States
as an active member in a conference designed to put an end to a
violation of international law will
be the solution of the Sino-Japa-

IN PRESS MEETING
Publications Union Meets
Today
TO ELECT CHAIRMAN

Faculty advisers, staff members
and student representatives of the
Rollins publications will assemble
in Pinehurst, at 7:30 P. M., October
13, for the first meeting of the
Publication Union this term.
The purpose of the meeting is to
decide the budgets for each Rollins publication, The Sandspur,
The Tomokan and The Flamingo,
all of which receive their financial
support from the Student Association.

A chairman for the year will be
elected from the students. Faculty
advisers to be present inlude Dean
W. S. Anderson, Mr. E. T. Brown,
secretary-treasurer of the committee,
Mr. Ralph Clark, Profs. E.
Granberry, E. 0. Grover H. F. Harris and W. A. Wattles. Advertising Commissioner Paul Twachtman
and the editors, associate editors,
and business managers of the three
publications will also attend the
meeting. The student body will be
represented by two upper-division
and one lower division member, all
But on the other hand there are of whom are elected by the student
many die-hard, tradition-revering body.
Americans who are sincerely convinced that only by isolaton and
aloofness from foreign discussions
can the United States keep out of
war. Their idea is that legislation
calling for embargoes on war materials and the like is the proper
system to use when dealing with
Only an insignificant minority
aggressive nations.
of the millions who thrill to the
The New York Times put the is- realism of motion picture sound
sue correctly last week in an edi- have even a vague notion of how
torial declaring these two policies this modem miracle is produced.
to be "irreconcilable." It must be
Yet, acording to George Carteither one or the other.
Two wright, Jr., stage electrician for
schools of philosophy are pitted the Annie Russell Theatre at Rolagainst one another, and only one lins College, where a complete mocan remain as the American poli- tion picture sound recording syscy. The way things stand now, tem has just been installed as the
though, it looks like a new foreign personal gift of Harry M. Warner,
policy for the United States.
president of Warner Brothers Pictures, the public is not without a
Showdown
great deal of curiosity on this subLast week, England and France ject.
tried to bring Italy into a conferYears of listening to radio, to
ence for discussion on the Spanish public address systems and to mosituation, but failed. Italy refuses tion picture sound have made them
to talk withdrawal of volunteers discriminatingly critical of the difwith these nations unless Germany ference between good and bad
is also invited to the conference. sound, he said.
France has threatened to throw
"It is surprising," said Mr. Cartopen the Spanish-French frontier wright, "how many people will ask
to permit French munitions and 'What makes the talkies talk?'
soldiers to enter Spain and fight The process is extraordinarily infor the Loyalist cause.
Britain, interesting and not as hard to untoo, promises she will abandon her derstand as one might suppose.
present stand, though it is not ex"To begin with, the sound you
pected she will ship men to Spain. hear in the theatres comes from a
But despite all this seeming me- narrow strip of 'sound-track' which
nace to European peace there is runs parallel to the pictures on
good reason to believe that no dras- the film. This sound-track has a
tic measures will be taken by the curious fluctuating pattern which
varies in accordance with the pitch
(Continued on Page 2, col. 1)

Rollins Student Tells Of Seeing
Hitler While Traveling in Germany
door to the door of the center loge.
The crowd by this time was dense
and pressed closely upon the broad
backs of the soldiers. Three men
in uniform went up the line then
two more. Air Minister Goring
and Minister of Propaganda Boebbels—then walking alone came
Adolf Hitler. The shouts of" "Heil"
were deafening.
Once again inside the auditorium
the people waited for "Der Fuher"
to appear in his loge. The enthusiasm knew no bounds when he
appeared.
The "Heils" seemed
endless. Hitler, looking not half
as stern as his pictures smiled
pleasantly and gave the Nazi salute.
The lights were dimmed
and the opera began.
The same cheers preceeded every
act, and the applause at the close
of the performance was divided between the singers and their distinguished guest.
A surging crowd followed "Der"
Fuher" to the door of the theatre
where he and his guests were
whisked away in several sleek looking motors. The streets were literally jammed with enthusiastic
townspeple who had learned of
Hitler's visit and had gathered outside of the theatre to greet him.
(Continued on page 2, col. 3)

(Complete Campus Coverage)

KAPPAS LAUNCH
POOCOAM FOR
CLUB HOOSES

To Attend Meeting of Northern Trustees of Rollins
College

President Hamilton Holt will
leave Saturday for New York to
attend a meeting of the northern
trustees of Rollins College on October 20. While in New York he
will also address the New York
Rollins Club as guest of honor.
An important purpose of the trip
is to help further Rollins' candidacy for membership in the Association of American Universities.
Dr. Holt expressed the hope that
the speedy approval of Rollins'
candidacy would follow his trip.
Dean Winslow S. Anderson will
go to New York to help Dr. Holt
although he will not accompany
him. Mr. E. T. Brown, college
treasurer, may go later to help in
financial affairs.
Among other activities Dr. Holt
plans to attend a meeting of the
American Scandinavian Club. Dr.
Holt was formerly president of
Club and he is at present a trustee.
He will probably speak at
this meeting.
After leaving New York, Dr.
Holt will visit different places in
New England, including New Haven, where he plans to revisit Yale
University, his Alma Mater. He
has several things to attend to
while there, he told a Saudspur reporter.
Philadelphia will be included on
the trip. Dr. Holt stated that he
might go to Boston although that
was not definitely decided.
The
trip may include speeches at
schools and colleges and different
lers. Financial matters connected with Rollins will occupy a
large part of his time.
Dr. Holt will leave Winter Park
immediately after the marriage of
Watt Marchman to Miss Virginia
Orebaugh in the Knowles Memorial
Chapel Saturday at four o'clok.
r. Marchman, a member of the
liege staff, took his Master's de•ee from Rollins last year, and
iss Orebaugh is also a former
Rollins student. Dr. Holt will go to
Jacksonville by auto and take the
1 from there to New York.
The date of his return has not been
fixed.
Several students from Jaksonlie have been invited to accompany Dr. Holt on the first leg of his
trip. They will return from Jacksonville Sunday in order to be present for Monday classes.

Womens Athletics
New Committees

Kappa Kappa Gamma, a 66 year
old woman's fraternity, has launched an ambitious program of acquiring club houses for older Kappas by purchasing here the first
unit in a chain of homes or
"Hearthstones" which eventually,
the Kappa alumnae hope, will
stretch across the country.
The first unit is to be named
the Louise Bennett Boyd Hearthstone in honor of Mrs. Boyd who is
one of the living founders of
Kappa Kappa Gamma, and who
now lives at Penny Farms, Florida.
The Louise Bennett Boyd Hearthstone was formerly known as the
Lee House, a stately home on the
shores of Lake Osceola, one of the
chain of twenty or more lakes
which lie within the limits of the
city. The Hearthstone is located
about a half mile from the Rollins
College campus where a chapter of
Kappa Kappa Gamma is one of the
most active among seven national
fraternities for women.
Today is Founders Day for the
Kappa Kappa Gammas, and a rallying day for Kappas all over the
country. In many states the Kappa alumnae and active college members will meet informally for luncheon or dinner to propel a nationwide financial campaign organized
to raise endowment funds for the
maintenance of the Hearthstones.
The idea of establishing club
houses for alumnae of Kappa Kaupa Gamma is something new in women's fraternity affairs and is being liberally applauded by the
members of the other women's fraternities.
Leaders in the Kappa Kappa
Gamma alumnae group plan to open the first hearthstone next year
after repairs and renovations of the
house. In the meantime, the fund
raising group hopes to
have
enough funds in hand to purchase
additional hearthstones in other
(Continued on Page 2, col. 6)

Elections To Phi Society Are
Announced; Honor Roll For
Past Year Read
ALPHA PHI WINS CUP
Scholarship Trophy Won By
Rho Lambda Nu
The opening convocation of the
school year was held this morning
in Knowles Memorial Chapel with
President Hamilton Holt presiding.
The academic procession formed
in front f Carnegie Hall under the
supervision of Marshal Weinberg.
The assistant Marshals were Dr.
Armstrong and Dr. Smith.
The
Senior Marshals, heading the senior
class, were George Waddell and
William Barr.
The processional, March Of The
Priests, by Mendelssohn was played by Mr. Siewert, organist of the
Chapel. Dean Artuhr D. Enyart
offered the invocation, which was
followed by a cello solo. Aria di
Chiesa.
President Hamilton Holt gave the
principal address of the convocation exercises.
The academic honors list for the
spring term was read as follows:
Steven Harry Bamberger, Robert
Milton Belden, Margaret Elsie
Chindahl, George Fulton Collins,
Faith Cornwell, Amelia Laura Dailey, Walter Beach Dandliker, Ralph
Howard Gibbs, Jeanne Baptiste
Gillete, Mary Imogene Gulnac, Patricia Lechmere Guppy, Frederick
Joseph Liberman, Sylvia de Queiroz Lima, Alfred Brandeis McCreary, Louise Bennett Macpherson,
Dorothy May Manwaring, Martha
Elizabeth Mills, Margaret Elizabeth Myers, Mary Perry Oldham,
Paul Remson Parker, Opal Nadine
Peters, John Rae, Jr., Elizabeth
Chittenden Skinner, Robert Anton
Spurr, William Curtis Twitchell,
William Webb, Jr.
The aademic honors list for the
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)

RAT GODRT MEETS
Freshmen Hold Bonfire Friday Before Game
TO WEAR BABY CLOTHES
At the second Rat Court of the
1937-38 school year, which was held
Tuesday, October 12th, the Rats
were formally inducted into the
presence of the Upperclassmen
and the Rat committee by black
robed sheriffs. They were here
tried for their various offenses
against society by that great and
august tribunal, the Rollins Rat
Committee.
Although
leniency
was shown in several cases, by far
the majority of Rats were justly
and deservedly punished.
Friday of this week, the fifteenth, will find the Rats officiating at "Andy's Cremation" which
is the "Official" freshman bonfire,
one of Rollins most revered traditions. The freshman costume on
this occasion is pajamas. A Snake
Dance around the fire and through
town will follow. On the return
to the Campus from Winter Park
the Rats will assemble for a Motorcade to Orlando, still in pajamas.
Last year there was an unsheduled and premature burning of the
fire by unknown parties. I t is
hoped there will be no slip-up.
On Halloween the freshmen will
put on their annual Stunt Night
for the benefit of the Upperclassmen. A very good show is expected, with many unusual ideas. The
annual
freshman-upperclassraen
rush will follow shortly after these
events with high spirited competition in a tug of war and greased
pole climbing.
Baby Day, the occasion on which
all Rats wear the clothes of their
past will be held this year on the
first Wednesday in November, the
third of the month. Dig down to
the bottom of the bottom drawer
and get out those three-cornered
pants. Who knows there might be
a sale on Lollypops!

George Cartwright, Jr. Tells About
Installation of New Recording System
and volume of the sound. Now,
actually, sound cannot be photographed, so what the recording
engineers do is to convert the
sound waves of the singing or
speaking voice, or of music and
background effects, into electrical
waves and then into light waves
during the recording process.
"This sounds much more complicated than it is. But to put it
simply this is how it's done. The
motion picture studio is a good
deal like a radio studio. The sound
is first picked up by a microphone
which converts the sound wave into
corresponding electrical waves very
much in the same way as the telphone receiver does. The electrical waves are then amplified to
sufficient strength to make them
vibrate a tiny mirror. These vibrations correspond exactly to the
characteristics of
the original
sound waves. A bright light is
then focused on the mirror so that
its vibrating reflections strike the
film negative. Now we have the
light waves which can be photographed—and the wavy fluctuations on the sound track are the
results."
"The reproducing process in the
theatre is simply the reverse of
(Continued on page 2, col. 4)
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TWO

Headlines
(Continued from page 1, col. 4)
English or the Fi-ench in the immediate future, at any rate, no measure which will involve them in a
European war.
Such a condition
would leave the road open in the
Far East for Japan and would seriously endanger their interests in
China.
Moreover, there is the danger
that a European war might alienate the newly-won American
support , and force the United
States back to her old policy of isolation, a condition which would not
be favorable to the Anglo-French
relationship.
Extra Session
The way matters now stand it
wouldn't be at all surprising for
the President to call an extra session Congress for November, if
he has not already done so by this
time.
Such a session would begin a new
fight for and against legislation
concerning crop control, wage-hour
and child labor laws, government
reorganization and creation of
regional boards.
Despite the ardent desire on the
part of the administration to push
these bills through, it appears
very likely that they will meet
strong opposition, though led by
such New Deal Senators as Minton
of Indiana and Thomas of Utah.
The wage and hour bill must
pass unamended to be of any value.
The bill, which passed the Senate
last session but was held up by
the house rules committee, calls for
a labor standards board with pow'
er to fix wages and hours of not
more than forty cents an hour and
not less than forty hours a week.

Canoe Rules—1937-38
Canoes may be used only by students who have qualified
in the swimming tests.
Canoes may not be reserved except by organized groups.
The boathouse will be open between four and six P. M. each
afternoon, Monday through Saturday. It will also be open for
half an hour after the noon meal Saturday and for half an hour
after each of the meals Sunday. Canoes are available in the
evenings by appointment.
Paddles and canoes must be returned by midnight of the
day taken out. If the boat house is closed when they are returned, they should be pulled high on the beach between the
boathouse and Rec. Hall and overturned. The paddles should
be dropped in the slot at the left of the boathouse dor.
Damage to canoes, or loss or breakage of paddles will be
charged against the deposit fee of the person responsible.
Any infraction of rules or abusive use of canoes will result
in loss of privileges.
Jack Makemson, Chase Hall, should be seen for appointments.

Former Rollins Student Studying In
Europe Writes Of His Impressions
By DON BRADLEY

Lite afternoon, SBtuMay, the foul, bitter spleen such manical
eleventh of September, a large denunciation revealed in print. The
truck moves along the rue de Communists were called every lePresbourge and comes to a grind- gal and illegal name in the French
ing halt before the offices of the language. The Chautemps GovConfederation of French Business- ernment, which is Socialistic, was
men. The truck driver jumps dragged into the affair. Nothing
down from the cab and carries two was allowed to escape the tonguelarge eases into the courtyard lashing that was given the Labor
next to the building. Seemingly element of the World. The most
without forethought, he places outrageous and unbelievable conthem close to the wall.
Across coctions were thought up merely
the yard, the janitor of the offices to blame any organization that
glances causally at the stranger, might possibly be connected with
then turns again to his work. Labor. On the whole, it was a
The truck pulls away with a heavy disgusting revelation of the worst
clashing of gears. It is almost type of propaganda, making it apsix o'clock and no doubt the dri- parent that with the exception of
one or two dailies there isn't a
ver is anxious to get home.
The sheets
"Odd,' muses the janitor, "that newspaper in Paris.
I was not told of this delivery, of paper sold on the streets for
but they
are
wooden cases news are nothing but the vengeful
(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
and can remain outside without diatribes of successful or defeated
I walked slowly back through damage until Monday.
I'll not political parties.
the dispersing crowd to my hotel. break my back lugging them
The French Police have not been
I related my experience to the ho- He regards the boxes with a look able to locate any real suspects
tel clerk who was pleased at my of distaste, and at that moment,
although over sixty men have been
good fortune. Before he gave me as if in raging reply, they disolve
held for questioning.
One man
my key, he raised his eyebrows and in a mass of searing, smashing
named Wolf was arrested, but it
said
"Der
Fuher" and
"Die flame and thunder. The terrific
turned
out
that
he
was
being
held
Fledermaus" in the same evening. explosion shatters the front of the
for improper credentials; and now
His eyes twinkled. I wondered.
building, tearing great holes in the it seems that the whole affair will
masonry.
Half of the structure, become one of the innumerable,
like the diagonal half of an up- unsolved mysteries.
right rectangle, breaks off cleanCloser and closer draw the two
ly and crashes into the courtyard great Facist Nations, as this
piling up rubish and splintered morning the Duce and The Fuh(Continued from page 1, col. 1)
stone, vomiting a huge cloud of rer, met in Munich for a series of
islation and its effect upon mer- smoke and fragments fifty feet discussions on the condition of
chandising. There are articles deal- in the air.
Central Europe, and the Austrian
ing with the Robinson-Patman Act
By some strange freak of chance Anschluss.
What does it mean,
and the Miller-Tydings Act.
the janitor remained unhurt, but all this parleying and professed
Only a few years ago the inde- the smoke and terrible concussion friendship? The French have as
pendent store and often the whole that he had received, deranged his good an answer as anybody, and
community looked upon the devel- mind and made of him a chatter- all they say is that Germany desopment o fthe chain store as a meg, trembling idiot. Luckily no perately needs an ally against
nace to the community life. They le had been in the offices, beEngland. But there is another
were generally looked upon with
luse of the lateness of the hour factor in this game of Diplomatics.
fear. Today the chains and othand the fact that it was Saturday; I have received the impression
er merchants looks upon the Super
when the Police arrived and that both England and France are
markets with fear. Consumers regard them more kindly and this examined the situation the score doing their best to win Italy away
may account for their
rapid seemed to stand at; One explo- from Germany. Always it is I
, one building ruined, one man lin that is considered the bad
g so wth.
fluence, and Rome that is nicely
The marketing situation realizes gone mad.
But
if the effects of the bomb- forgiven. How like the days oJ
the necessity of studying such
trends and their relationship to the ing itself had been mild, the re- 1914 when the Allies were clever
existing businesses, the political percussion that spread over France ly undermining the Kaiser's in
fluence in Italy. But the Italians
questions, the legislation, and the ertainly was not.
Less than an hour after the may be once bitten, twice shy, for
consequent effect upon the whole
atrocity had taken place, the Com- they can not soon forget the cheatindustrial situation.
munist party staged a demonstra- ing they were given at Versailles
tion in front of the demolished in 1919.
Confederation offices, shouting
The Spanish situation has bethat Fascists, as they call the em- come laughable as far as non-inployers and businessmen, had tervention is concerned. While in
blown up their own establishment the States it is rather hazy as to
order to claim that the Reds whether or not the Italians are
had been involved.
This was, of actually fighting in Spain, over
course, a very weak explanation here the number of a regiment is
and by Sunday morning the Com- given and named as being from
munist and Socialist papers chang- such and such an Italian division.
ed the tune of their story, and Nothing can be done unless Engblamed bombing on the White Rus- land wants to start a World War,
s, who are supposed to be in so the condition in Spain is tolthe hire of Hitler, or on the Trot- erated. Every month or so the
skyites, who are just pure and English Government issues an appie agitators, that is according peal for a chummy get-together to
to the Communists. One editor discuss the Spanish war on land
but the Romans have learnwent so far as to print for a headthe caption, "Last echo of ed to dodge such unpleasant inquiby refusing to attend.
Engemburg," which city is where
the German army held their war land and France can only admit
games during the first week in that they have been outfaced and
adopt a period of watchful waitSeptember.
owever don't believe that the ing, waiting for war, always war.
aven't seen an American paRightest and .Capitalist Journals
nce I have been here so I am
allowed such a mEJtter to pass
unable to know what you have been
quietly. Never have I seen such
hearing about the War in China,
but the journals here have been
aying that the United States has
been poorly informed as to the real
happenings in the Far East.
Enough to say that even Japan's
AND
ally, Germany, has lodged a severe
protest against the brutal boomings
of Nanking, Canton and other ChiSPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
citya. The Japs claim that
they are really being merciful, in
Bachelor Service for Men
that, the sooner China comes to her
Dry Cleaninir a Specialty
knees the sooner the War will be
Rick Gillespie and Ollie Daugherty, Campus Agents
over. Thia is the only excuse that
has ever been employed for such

HITLER SEEN BY
ROLLINSSTUDENT

Community Menaced
By Super Markets

These trips to the
Beach are fine for
you but hard on your
car.

ROLLINS

SOUND SYSTEM
IS DESCRIBED

AMERICAN LAUNDRY
DRY CLEANING CO.

New Curriculum To
Go Into Effect At
Hofstra College

First Cousin to a Pin Cushion

A new college curriculum to
which the experience of sixteen
major colleges and universities has
contributed, goes into effect this
fall at Hofstra College, according
to Provost Rufus D. Smith of New
York University.
At Hofstra, which is the University's Long Island affiliate, to a
greater extent, perhaps than in
any other college, ordinary acadedepartments will be scrapped.
For example, there will be no departments of economics, sociology
and politics.
Instead there will be merely a
vision of social science, in which
K basic courses running in sequence from freshman to senior
year will correlate all three of the
conventional "departments."
)mprehensive
examinations
covering two years' work are planned, for upper classes and there
will be provision for independent
work under tutorial guidance.
The new system, according to
Provost Smith, follows the newer
trend toward the broad English
type of training as opposed to the
highly specialized German type
popular in pre-war days.

(Continued from page 1, col. 6)
the recording process," continued
Mr. Cartwright.
"The films are
threaded into the projector and the
motor started up. The film then
moves at exactly the same speed
at which it was recorded. A beam
of light is then directed through
the sound-track portion of the film.
The variations in the sound-track
picture cause variations in the
amount of light passing through
the films. This fluctuating light is
focused on a photo-electric cell,
"The photo-electric cell is a mi
velous little device resembling
radio tube which is often called
electric eye' because of the many
miraculous things it can be mi
to do. This photo-electric cell
extraordinarily sensitive to light
and as the light waves strike it, it
regulates the flow of electrical current in exact proportion to the
amount of light passing through
it. The electric current thus produced is built-up in volume by amplifiers and made to operate the
loudspeaker, which are situated
behind the screen. The screen itself has tiny perforations to permit
the unimpeded flow of sound from
the speakers and yet present a
smooth reflecting surface for the
projection of the picture. Thus we
have, in a few seemingly simple,
but in reality, highly ci'itical stages
the miracle of the modern sound
motion picture," concluded Mr.
Cartwright.

action, and it is about time that
the people of the World at least
demanded a new one.
What an ungodly farce all the
treaties of the past twenty years
have been. Of what earthly use
were they except to dupe the population of a country into believing
the best of its government. This
morning I read a declaration of
Chang-Kai-Chek, in which he accused the signers of the NinePower treaty of being under the
domination of Japan. And well
they might be for all the good they
have done China.
The United States of America
convoked that treaty and was instrumental in its adoption, and yet
have done nothing but attempt
to withdraw our citizens fro:
danger zone. If we are
absolutely outside of all World affairs, then let us do so, but if we
to make treaties, then we
should fulfill them. Yet we don't
no other Nation does, because
you, the people, are not ready for
c, or you have not been fed
ugh propaganda. No consistent
World policy has been followed
since 1919. Treaties have been
made and broken as quickly as
possible. It was not long before
some few of the Nations realized
that, the World could be easily
bluffed, that the threat of a World
War would send the bravest scurrying for shelter in all different
directions. There was no unity of
thought or policies; only petty
jealousy and blind mistrust were
rampant. World organization disintergrated before it was properly
born, and no one dared take a firm
stand or any policy. Hitler, Mussolini, Japan, with organized, compact fighting bodies, have proven
that even a bad bluff can intimidate the might of this, our peaceloving world, that we must face all
over again the horrors of a great
war, because we did not learn, after November, 1918, that World
cooperation is necessary to World
peace.

Let us give your car
a first class wash
and polish job.

COLLEGE
GARAGE
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43 Years A ^ o . . . .
When Mr. Yowell first started his store, he sold dry goods
and women's apparel. Around
this nucleus has been built the
great Central Florida institution we are today. In celebration of our forty-third birthday,
we invite you to take advantage
of the remarkable savings of-

43rd
ANNIVERSARY
SALE
startng Friday

TliK f 1 - i. t 1 Iiaw pig \cry much resembled a pin c'ushi(^
liifl It w-ui'. wMn .ichery enthusiasts from New York an<f#Ne\J
Jerser held their last outdoor meeting of the season at Atison Lake,
N. J. Little Mickey Murray had a difficult time trying to find het
arrow among the several imbedded in the make-believe porker,
but she finally found it.

HONORS GIVEN
KAPPAS WILL
AT CONVOCATION
BUILD HOUSE
(Continued from page 1, column 7)

year 1936-37, was given as follows
Steven Harry Bamberger, Robert
Milton Belden, Margaret
Chindahl, Bonar Dale Collinson,
Faith Martha Cornwall, Walter
Beach Dandliker, Robert Younger,
Fluno, Jeanne Baptiste Gillette,
Patricia Lechmere Guppy, Marie
Howe, Henry Sebastian Lauterbach, Frederic Joseph Liberman,
Dorothy May Manwaring, Martha
Elizabeth Mills, Margaret Elizabeth Myers, Frances Eleanor Perpente. Opal Nadine Peters, Bryant
Hawk Prentice, Jr., John Rae, Jr.,
Cornelia Washburn Ruprecht, Robert Anton Spurr, Richard Goffe,
Tully, William Curtis Twitchell,
Robert Van Dusen Walker, Malcolm Halsey Whitlelaw.
Dean Anderson announced the
election of students to the Phi Society for scholastic work done in
the freshman class of last year:
Robert Belden
Margery Chindahl
Dorothy Ciccarelli
Faith Cornwall
Walter Dandliker
Carl Good
Betty Haggerty
Mary Marchman
Marie Louise Smith
Frank Walker
Robert Walker
The trophies of the Interfraternity and Panhellenic Council wen
awarded to the outstanding scholastic fraternity and sorority:
Rho Lambda Nu
Alpha Phi
A soprano solo. Largo from Xerxes by Handel was offered by
Aroxie Hagopian.
She was a
companied by Miss Gretchen Ci
and Mr. Herman Siewert.
The new memebrs of the faculty
took the faculty installation oath.
They were followed by the upper division students who took the
pledge ceremony for entrance to
the upper division. Next, the entering students took the student
matriculation oath.
The Alma Mater was sung in
closing, and the benediction was
given by Reverened William H.
Denney, Jr., with Herman Siewert
at the organ, the onvocation was
closed with the recessional Triumphal March by Grieg.

One Of Three Who
Finish High School
Will Go To College
One out of every thi-ee boys and
girls who finished high school last
year, will be on a college campus
this fall, experts at the federal office of education have figured.
From all sections of the country
come reports that college enrollments are reaching new peaks.
Better economic conditions have
been generally credited with for
the upward swing, and in some instances applications for ad
have been rejected for lack

Oct. 15th

Yowell-Drew's
Central Florida's I^argest
Department Store
"(Quality Did It"

An East-West collegiate ski
meet, matching teams of Dartmouth College and University of
Washington, is being promoted for
Idaho's spectacular Sun Valley
course.

(Continued from page 1, col. G)
parts of the country, notably in the
West and Middle West where the
majority of Kappa chapters are
located.
The Hearthstone Fund is strictly
an alumnae project headed by Mrs.
Ernest P. Railsback, of Newton,
Mass. The campaign committee
will include a chairman in each
state, the District of Columbia, one
for Canada, where the Kappas
have four chapters, one for the insular possessions and foreign countries, and 52 district chairmen.
Each alumnae association, of which
there are 132, will have a subchairman assisting the district
chairman.
As a slogan for the Hearthstone
Fund campaign, the directors have
selected "Be a Brick. Buy a Brick
for the Hearthstone!" The effort
will be for each state and district
to add her brick to the Hearthstone.
The Winter Park Hearthstone
was acquired recently after four
years of study of available homes,
clobs and locations.
Fundamentally, it is pointed out,
each Hearthstone will be self-supporting, not a philanthropy. It will
open its doors "to all who would
to live among congenial
friends, those who because of broken ties might be lonely."
"We hope," according to an official announcement, "to make this

club house a friendly home, where
Kappas may come to enjoy rests,
vacations, or happy retirements in
later years—amid congenial companions, old friends, new friends,
all united by the ideals of their
fraternities. It will be another
real Kappa bond, one which can offer joy, comfort and security, to
Kappas, even on modest incomes.
The Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity was founded 66 years ago
at Monmouth College, Monmouth,
III., by six girlhood friends and
now has a membership of 26,000,
and chapters in 71 colleges and
universities. The Grand President
is Mrs. Richard Shyrock, Durham,
N, C.
Miss Helen Steinmetz, of Apopka, Fla., alumna of Rollins College,
chairman of the local committee
charge of the first Hearthstone
here.

Our Line of

Hamilton and
Elgin Watches
and ail makes of

Alarm Clocks
is always complete

Drop in and See Ua

GROVER MORGAN
THE COLLEGE JEWELER
Colonial Store

WASHING - POLISHING - SIMONIZING
Let us Simonize your car

BAGGETT'S SERVICE STATION
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Opposite Campus

i^SK^*
THE NEATEST
A MAN CAN
Q U R Hitt^s Aroset
^ ^ collar requires
no starch yet it will
be just as smooth and
5vrinkle - free when
you leave your office
as it was when you
entered.
Hitt is made by
Arrow — the foremost masculine style
authority. We know
you'll like its Mitoga
form-fit design. Sanforized - Shrunk, too
. . . a new shirt free
if one ever shrinks.
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Paul Ma Gives Opinion
Missouri Farm Prepares for Big Event
French Police Suspicious
On Sino-Jap Situation of Corn Belt—National Husking Contest Of Mr, Tambu rinV s Be ret
Among the foreign students on campus this year is Paul Ma, of Har
bin, China. He is a member of a cosmopolitan family. His father it
the president of the Bank of China. His mother graduated from £
medical college in Berlin, Germany, at the age of twenty-two. One oJ
his brothers graduated from Oxford; a sister attended a school ir
Paris, and Paul is here at Rollins.
He came to the United States
June, 1934, at Los Angeles. Sir
then he has been touring the cot
try, visiting friends and seeing the
sights. He has made trips to England, France, Panama and Cuba.
Two years ago, he attended Hobart
College in Geneva, N. Y., and last
year was enrolled at the Univer^
The city regulation imposing a
sity of Vermont.
Owing to his extensive travels license tax on bicycles is now in
Mr. Ma has had no actual exper- operation and all bicycles must be
ience with the present situation i registered at the police station and
China. When asked to express h carry a tag, same as an automoviews, however, he complied with bile.
Speaking of the matter Monday
the following:
"Japan has been having trouble Police Chief Allen said: "We are
with communists for the last three not going to be hard on the boys,
years and has been preparing to but we expect everyone to have a
remedy, if at all possible, and
tag inside of thirty days. After
tirely eliminate communism from that time there will be a penalty
Japan. Just two months prior to attached for riding a wheel on Winthe present war in China, Japan ter Park streets, "without a tag."
had words with Russia over an isThis regulation was brought
land on the border of Mauchuko, about by the fact that so many
but it did not develop into anything machines were being stolen and
very serious except a small attack there was no record to aid the poby Japan on Russia. During this lice in recovering them. The registime, Japan was reinforcing her tration fee, including tag, is but
forces and sending them to the 25c, which is permanent until ownnorthern part of China to avoid ership changes, and every bicycle
the suspicion of Russia, but they rider in the city will welcome the
did not dream that China would
regulation which costs so little and
place any barrier in their path.
offers such protection to their
Unfortunately China did, and as a
mounts.
result we have the present war.
So far no action has been taken
"In the present situation, China on bicycle parking rights by the
was in need of artillery and planes City Commission, but it has been
and Russia came to her aid. As a proposed to build parking racks at
result of this, the Chinese Communconvenient
points
down where
ists have been recognized by the
machines may be left with safety
Central Government to go to war
and outside of automobile traffic.
against Japan.
his is just another safety mea"In the event that China should
! on our streets and every cititum Communist , it is naturally
should co-operate with the City
presumed that India will do likewise. It is a question as to how Commission and our police departthe rest of the world will act to- ment in making it worth while.

Enrico Tamburini, former conductor of the Wheeling Symphony
Orchestra and now professor of
'cello in the Rollins Conservatory
of Music, had a narrow escape

CAMPUS
Personalities

Bicycles Must
Carry Licenses

wards China.
"In my own opinion, if China
does eventually turn communist,
the majority of the communists in
China are uneducated and of the
low class, and naturally will be unA grill party was given by the
able to lead. It will therefore be Alpha Phis Friday evening at
necessary for them to turn to Rus- Dean
Enyart's grill.
Twelve
sia for a leader, which would natu- freshman and
transfer guests
rally make Russia and China one
\ entertained.
Country."
ssie Steele was in charge,
sisted by Margo Colvin.
My friend laughed when I spoke
to the waiter in French—but the
joke was on him—I told the waiter
to give him the check.—Boy's Life.

Grill Party Given
Friday For Sorority

r \ N Nov. 4, on one of the largest farms in Saline county,
Missouri, close to 100,000 people will gather for a show which
they consider far better than
any football game or world series.
They regard the National
Comhusking Championship as
tops. And tops it is in many respects.
Wherever farmers gather in
the great corn belt of the United
States, the ultimate topic of conversation is the National Husking Championship.
It all started 14 years ago
when an enterprising individual
named Henry Wallace debated
with friends the question of how
much corn a man could shuck
in any given time. The only way
to decide was to have a contest.
So Henry Wallace, now secretary of agriculture, started the
ball rolling. When entries from
Nebraska and Illinois took part
it assumed a national aspect.
p i G H T HUNDRED people came
to see Fred Stanek, an Iowa
farmer, win that first title.
Last year more than 100,000
people gathered in Licking
county, Ohio, to see Carl Carlsen, also of Iowa, win the 1936
championship.
The sport has grown with
mushroom rapidity. The 80minute test of eye and muscle
provides plenty of entertainment.
A city dweller might think it
monotonoua for both spectator

I STAR I
Son Bom To Mr. and I DUST I
Mrs. J. G. Armstrong

FOR SALE

ROW BOATS

Top above is an aerial view
showing part of the crowd of
more than 100.000 that attended
the 1936 corn husking contest in
Licking county. Ohio, while below is Carl Carlsen, Iowa farmer, shown exhibiting the championship form that brought him
the title.
and contestant, but the highspeed stripping of ear after ear
of corn from tall, dried stalks
can be very exciting.
Armed with a short steel
husking implement, the contestants sweep down their rows of
corn, shucking it as rapidly as
lims Weakefi Tier •voice,
and in scenes with Alice Brady,
Adolph Menjou, and Mischa Auer,
those persistent scene stealers, she
more than holds her own.

BKO has already finished the
screen version of "Stage Door" with
Katherine Hepburn and Ginger
Sogers in the leads. The dialogue,
everyone says, simply sparkles, and
A son, James Glover, was born •
• although Hepburn and Rogers are
to Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Armstrong • • • B y V I R G I N I A V A L E * * * at their very best in it, Andrea
(Candace Sesor '31, and Mr. Arm^
Leeds and Lucille Ball, who i^ay
F YOU t h o u g h t D e a n n a D u r - small roles, draw a big share of the
trong '32) of Orlando Oct. 9.
At Rollins Mrs. Armstrong was
ban a r e m a r k a b l y t a l e n t e d enthusiastic comment.
. member of Pi Beta Phi and Mr y o u n g s t e r l a s t y e a r w h e n
Bill Powell paused in New York
Armstrong belongen to Kappa Al- you s a w h e r in " T h r e e S m a r t
briefly on his way to the Scandinapha, O. D. K. and 0 0 0 0 .
Girl3,"
y o u vian countries for a
will t h i n k s h e much - needed vaca"W^
is
n o t h i n g tion. He has been
s h o r t of a b a b y near collapse ever
since
the
death
of
g e n i u s when
you s e e " O n e •Jean Harlow, to
whom he was enHundred
M e n gaged to be mar
a n d a G i r l . " ried. When he comes
H e r v o i c e , a l - back, he and Myrna
THURSDAY
w a y s g o o d , Loy will make anh a s d e v e l o p e d other sequel to the
"Thin Man." Far ^
DeannaDurbio SO a m a z i n g l y from being tired of Myrna Loy
t h a t s h e r a n k s the
that
w i t h t h e b e s t of s c r e e n p r i m a brought them their biggest success,
d o n n a s . E v e n m o r e s t a r t l i n g he says that they enjoy them mora
than
audiences
do
is t h e d e v e l o p m e n t of t h i s
quiet foiu-teen-year-old as an acVery
few
actors
enjoy
tress. She plays comedy, farce or
Hollywood for more than fi\e years,
tragedy with the deft assurance of but producers ne\er find a newcoma veteran. Supported by Stokowski, er who ean handle Alan Hale roles.
that most b^!yi,^nt of conductors., no H£,lias jpsl signed to jjlaiLXittin

* Movie • Radio J
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In Good Condition
P. W. KROUSE
6r)l Glenrid^e Way
Winter Park

BABY GRAND THEATRE
TODAY AND

HIS LADY IN
WHITE MADE
this DOCTOR'S
WIFE SEE RED!

BOOKS

NEW and USED

SANDSPUR BOOKSHOP
354 E. Park Ave

and MURSEH
30tb Cmtury Piciuru
COMING KKIDAY
The eramlest air picture
gain to thrill
you.

"HELL

DIVERS"

With Clark Gable-Wallace Beery

J

North of Post Office

Phone 354

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Any Student desiring to buy new cars
or used cars of any make see

© Western Newsoaner UulQu.

DON CETRULO

STABTINt; SATl'RDAY

•VARSITY SHOW"

Dick I'owell - Fred Waring

Ducking under Florida sage bush
and fighting and elbowing way
through an ominous crowd up to
the stately portals of the Cartwright office your reporter was
lucky enough to find George Cartwright, Junior.
To old students George needs no
introduction but to those who have
possible and bouncmg it off the but recently come to add their ilbackboard of a wagon that follustrious personalities to the allows them.
ready famous crowd, Mr. CartThe tension can be terrific.
Each state in the corn belt, In- wright is the assistant caretaker.
cluding Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Chief of the Winter Park Fire Department and man of the world.
Iowa, Nebraska, Wisconsin, and
neighboring states, sends one,
Fortunately we were able to protwo, or three champions. The cure the following story which is
partisanship is as intense as at one of a series sent by him to
any college football game.
Floyd Gibbons.
Wives, sweethearts, friends—
"On my tours over the countryall follow as closely as possible
the progress of their favorites. side I was in the habit of following
And not until the judges have cow trails—the horse I rode was
gone through a lengttiy checking the typical cow pony and one of
and weighing process can the the best, she knew these trails as
final results be determined.
well as I. This particular day we
were traversing- a trail that paralT AST year's titlist succeeded leled a fence on the right for some
his brother, Ehner Carlsen,
who in winning the 1935 contest distance. All was quiet, warm and
set a new record of 41.52 bushels sultry, the trail came to a turn by
the corner of the fence that was
husked.
The stand of corn on the Web- formed by another fence running
er brothers* farm north of Mar- at right angles to the one we were
shall, Mo., where this year's following, this turn took us out of
event is to be held, is being made the timber toward the prairie. The
ready for some 9f the most spir- fence line had been continued but
ited competition yet seen.
from this portion no wire had been
Newspapers will make much
of the story, interest being so attached to the post, this condition
widespread. A simple enough had existed thus for some time and
event, with its lack of ostenta- trail was well defined.
tion and commercialism, no ad"We were jogging along oblivimission is charged to the con- ous to all except the squeak and
test field. The cash value of the pull of leather—the clump clump of
championship is a $100 first
the horse's feet when, without
prize.
But it's just as much a show warning, there was a terrific noise
for the city folks as it is for off to the left of us. As we were
their country cousins—and 100.- not yet out of the thicket I could
000 people can't be far from not determine the cause, then came
right
the pounding of feet on the hard
ground—coming closer and closer,
new Tifrgiofi'THf "STOom again the noise, the mare galvanHood" with Errol Flynn. It Is the ized into action by the commotion,
same role he played 15 years ago leveled out into a gallop, down bewhen Douglas Fairbanks made the side the fence she flew and started
picture.
to swing around the corner. I had
—¥—
looked back and discovered that we
It looks as if all Hollywood will
be trying to congregate on the Bing were being chased by a wild stal. Crosby set soon, for Bee Lillie, the lion and I believe the mare had
elegant Lady Peel no less, is going sensed this. Having arrived at the
to play opposite him. If you missed intersection of the fence, we turnI Bee on a recent Vallee hour, you ed as we had numbers of times beshould shed one tear at least. She fore, but since our last trip that
gave the sketch that she has done way, wire about three feet high
innumerable times — "Two dozen had been strung up. The fore legs
double damask dinner napkins, of our mount struck this and over
please," and it was even funnier
we went—somehow realizing that
than before.
Maybe Eddie Cantor is awfully the pummel would break the back
smart to switch his radio program of the horse in the fall, I pulled it
from Sunday nights to one side—then we hit.
to Wednesday, be'*It took several seconds for me
cause the Sunday to realize what had happened and
night competition is by this time he had arrived on the
gomg to be even
more fierce than scene. He came to a sudden stop
usual this winter. at the fence line. I was on my feet
cow whip
There will be Jack grasping a 14-foot
Benny, of course, I cracked the end of it in front of
Phil Baker, and Joe with the report of a pistol shot,
Penner, but in addi- he left in a hurried retreat.
tion there will be
"I knelt by my horse; there was
two big screen fa- not a sign of life. It was late afvorites with new
Eddie Cantor programs—Rosalind ternoon and I wa£ several miles
Russell and Tyrone Power. Robert from the Ranch. I removed the
Taylor had better hurry back from saddle which I had managed to
England if he doesn't want Tyrone pull all the way round until it restto displace him as Matinee Idol ed on the animal's stomach. I
Number One of the younger set.
stroke the neck of the faithful beast
and with a few words of endearHumphrey Eogart is getting to be ment I was preparing to leave
so popular on the screen that pro- when, to my amazement, she rolled
ducers are toying with the idea of over and got to her feet. I will
making a hero of him, but every admit that tears welled up in my
time they bring up the subject, eyes. She acted as though nothHumphrey takes to his heels and
runs away. He played a smirking ing had happened—she seemed all
hero once, back in 1930, and neither right. I put on the saddle, she did
audiences nor directors wanted to not flinch. I mounted and off we
see him again. It wasn't until he started. As we did not cast a
played the murderous Duke Mantee backward look, we never knew
in "Petrified Forest" that they for- what had happened to the stallion."
gave him. Since then he has specialized in the deepest-dyed villainy
Rabbi Mann tells of an incident
Jn "Black Legion" and "Bullets or which happened to him in a hospital
Ballots." In "Dead End" he is so for the insane where he was called
magnificently villainous that hero to speak on "The Mystery of Lile."
;md heroine, Joel McCrea and Sylvia In the course of his address he
Sidney, have a hard time distract- asked the rhetorical question; "Why
e we all here?"
ing attention from him.
Voive from the crowd: Because
ODDS AND ENDS—Constance Ben- 3 are not all there!
nett is going to make another goofy
comedy like "Topper" as soon as she
and Countess di Frasso launch their
cosmetic company . . , Erin O'Brien
Moore, who plays "Nana" in "The Life
of Entile Zola," is being boomed by
thousands of admirers for the muchdisputed role of Scarlett in "Gone With
the Wind"

CAMPUS AUTOMOBILE AGENT

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
Si Vario, Campus Agent
We soHcit your business as a home town concern.
Winter Park, Phone 413
Orlando, Phone 6790-7313

from the French police this sumJust as he was boarding the
Champlain at Le Havre, the police
stopped him, took away his American passport, and demanded that
he prove where he had been in
France during July and August. It
is true that he looked suspicious,
with his beret and a three-day
beard. He stated that he had been
in Fontainebleau all summer, studying at the conservatoi-y, but nobody believed it. Neither the
watch which the Wheeling Symphony had presented to him, his
American passport, nor his American wife seemed to impress the
French police.
Suddenly he thought of the
enormous diploma that he had
just
received for
his 'cello
studies
at the
Fontainebleau
Conservatory.
The police agent
agreed to go with him to his cabin
to see the diploma. To make matters worse, the first thing the policemen saw when he opened the
trunk was a bomb, but he found on
examinaton that it was a relic of
the world war.
When the Fontainebleau diploma
was finally unearthed, the police officers
diked his
heels
together,
bowed
from
the
waiste and made a hasty exit,
murmuring
"mille
pardons."
Whereupon Mrs. Tamburini also
made a hasty exit to buy a newspaper to find out why he was wanted.
It was on the front page in screaming headlines. "Tambmini wanted
for bombing in the Etoile," with a
description which exactly fitted
the professor of Rollins College:
"Tall, dark, coming from Avignon, many villages."
Mr. Tamburini swears that he
did not drag the fair name of Rollins into the matter. He thinks,
however, that his experience emphasizes the value of a diploma.

Jacksonville Bach
Unit Rehearsed By
Christopher Honaas
Christopher 0. Honaas, chairman of the Conservatory of Music
and Director* of the Bach Choir
will go to Jacksonville on Thursday
to rehearse the Bach Unit of that
city. Mrs. Estelle F. Bowles is the
Director of the unity.
On Friday, Mr. Honaas will address the Friday Musicale on the
subject "Music in Religious Festivals," with special reference to the
choral music of Bach.

Swimming Party Is
Given By Thetas
The Kappa Alpha Thetas entertained a group of ten girls at a
swimming and ping-pong party at
Dubsdread Country Club last Saturday afternoon.
Monday night the actives of the
Theta chapter had dinner together
at the Peschman Inn.

SAVE
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20%
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Service
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Orlando Steam Laundry
French Dry Cleaners
08 E. Park Ave.
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Candid Cameras are
tial phase of campus life. We
offer a complete line of Candid
equipment.
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ery, archers will find a lot of their time taken
up shooting arrows right behind Cloverleaf,
Published Weekly by Undergraduate Students while the fencers will be down at the fencof Rollins.
ing platform. Fencing, particularly, has a
very excellent instructor, and anyone interESTABLISHED IN 1894 W I T H T H E FOLLOWING ested should take advantage of this fact.

CONSERVATORY
NOTES
We have emerged victoriously, so
to speak, from t h e throes of registration and from being exposed to
the new schedule, for the deciphering of which we refer you to the
registrar. Aside from the fact that
we think our trusty time-piece is
slow when the early morning curfew—a la Lyman—calls—and that
somehow it always takes more than
ten minutes to make it from one
class to the next—it's a great idea.
Someone must have told the new
students that there really is something to that chapel choir.
They
have turned out in such droves that
some of the un-who's-who's may
have to be robed in black. And
Freshman—^The snow white shoes
on the Sabbath day, are bonny
and blithe and happy and gay."

EDITORIAL

The swimming facilities are excellent,
Unassuming yet mighty, shar-p and fointed, well- what with Lake Virginia right out the back
tended yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet door, and anyone interested will find just
8S gritty and energetic as its name imflies, vic- what they want from "Fleet" Peeples. The
torious in single combat and therefore without a Intramural swimming event is always very
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in cir- interesting, and you had better start practisculativn: all these will be found ufon investigation ing early for it, even if it doesn't come until
to be aanong the extraordinary qualities of the the spring term.
SANDSPUR.
There are classes offered in modern, tap,
and folk-dancing, which always bring out a
good number of aspiring young dancers.
1937
Member
1938
"Rec" Hall is the setting for these classes,
P^socided GoHeSide Press
and if you are really enthusiastic you will
Distributor of
spend a lot of time there.
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Horse-back riding is very popular at Rollins, and the annual horse show, held in Orlando, brings many blue, red, and white ribbons for the excellent horsemanship of our
participants in every class. There is an extra
charge for horseback riding, but then, it's
worth it.

We welcome back to our fold all
our old students save the seniors
of last year and Jerry Wachtell.
We can just picture the summer as
spent by some of the gang—long
hours spent in dark, lonely garrets
—and certainly insufficient f o o d witness: the lost weight.
Among the new Con-majors we
find the usual run of piano, voice
and violin students—with a conducting major for the new touch. Long
may she wave in the imimitable
tyle of Chris Honaas and carry on
the traditions of the Rollins A
Cappella choir.
Just wait until you hear the new
string ensemble which is threatening to disturb the erstwhile peace
within the portals of our happy
home i. e. those four budding genni
of the violin—Nelson, Cadman,
Rees and Giessen. Rees will commandeer, being the veteran of the

Volley ball usually winds up the Intramural events in the spring term, and this is
always an exciting tournament. Almost al
ways the Intramural Cup winner is decided
by the outcome of the volley ball tournaSubscription Price: By mail anywhere in the ment, so the enthusiasm is exceptionally
United States $1.60 a term (12 weeks), $2.50 for high.
iwo terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
However, that comes at the end of the
year, and this is only the beginning, so "En
Garde," "Serve," and "Fore."
let o£ March
National Adevrtlsing Representative;
NATIONAL ADVERTISING SERVICE, INC.
420 Madison Avenue, New York City
400 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago
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New Committees
In January, six years ago, John Dewey
and several other prominent American educators were invited by Dr. Holt to come down
to Rollins and suggest a new, progressive curriculum. The committee worked for a week,
at the end of which time they submitted
a plan, part of which was accepted, part rejected. No. change in that plan has been
made in the intervening six years.

REPORTERS
Ann Earle, Carl Howland, Jack Rich, Jim Edwards,
Myron Savage, Warren Goldsmith, Louis Bills, Ann Dr. Holt, believing, and rightly so, that
Whyte.
the downfall of a progressive college is to
ASSISTANTS
Sarah Smith. Ruth Bradley, Betty Mower, Vicky become static, has called together this Fall
Morgan, Malcolm Whitelaw.
two committees, one composed of faculty
members and one of students. These comBUSINESS STAFF
Business Manager
GEORGE FULLER mittees are to act entirely independently of
Advertising Commissioner .. PAUL TWACHTMAN each other, that no ideas from the first may
Circulation Manager
THOMAS COSTELLO influence the work of the second. The purpose of the two groups is to devise a new
system of education here at Rollins. The
Womens Athletics
policy is to be liberal if possible, radical if
necessary, and in all events progressive. The
Among the many advantages at Rollins, work is to continue through the Fall term
the unusual variety of sports offered is one and into the Winter if it is not completed at
of the most outstanding. The numerous op- the end of the eleven weeks. Each of the
portunities that lie within the realm of sport ten students has been excused from one of
are open to the women as well as the men, his classes and is to be given full credit for
and women's athletics are extremely popu- the time he is devoting to the committee.
Much research has to be done in both curlar.
rent and classic books on education, and sugThe Women's Intramural competition that
gestions are to be sought from other Amerihas been organized within the last two years,
can colleges.
has increased considerably the enthusiasm
for athletics, and gives everybody the chance
Perhaps these two groups will be able to
to compete. The Intramural events begin in present Dr. Holt with a workable, progresthe early fall and continue on through the sive and stimulating plan, which will give
year,—thus including every sport in its pro- Rollins a boost up the educational ladder.
gram that is offered at Rollins.
Here's hoping. . . .
The Fall term opens the season with the
basketball tournament in which both the interest and competition are exceptionally
keen. This, and other team-sport tournaments, are run off in the round-robin manner , each team competing against every
In basketball, as is the case in every other
sport, there is a varsity chosen, composed
of the most outstanding players,
other team. The winning team of these 'major' sports is awarded an attractive trophy.

HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS
The French are taking Mussolini's Spanish
campaigns more and more seriously as time
goes on.
From the remote threat France
made of actively aiding the Loyalist army
to the same extent that Mussolini has aided
Franco have evolved more concrete plans for
actual combat. The situation looks serious.

Women's crew is another sport that comes
in the fall term. Last year was the first year
that crew has been offered here, and it
Our ever in the headlight nobility, Wally,
brought many enthusiastic "oarswomen."
and the Duke are preparing to pay our naThere are only two shells, excellent as they
tional hostess a visit in the White House durare, thus limiting considerably the number
ing their visit to this country next month.
of women able to participate, so if you are
interested in going out for crew, you had better hurry and sign up for it right away.
The A. F. of L. recently requested the C.
Golf and tennis, of course, are played the I. 0 . to overthrow its "power-greedy" leadentire year. The Dubsdread Country Club ership and return to the fold of the A. F.
has a very good course, 'au gratis' to all Rol- of L. If this motion is carried out there will
lins Students,—and if you are a "Dub" prop- doubtless be a lessening of labor troubles
er, you will find lots of competition,—trying in the U. S. We can but hope for the best.
to break 70 on the first nine, so don't you
be self-conscious. And, if you are really good,
The Japs have opened a big drive with
there's still plenty of competition for you. .somewhat of an air of finality. They have
Tennis brings out many enthusiasts,—and aroused a great deal of world comment and
classes are held for beginners, intermediates, would like to finish the war as .soon as posand advanced, so take your choice. The Intra- sible. China, however, is quickly mobilizing
mural golf and tennis tournaments are play- and will shortly present a far more agresed off in the winter term, but that doesn't sive front. General Li Tsung-Jen who led a
prevent practice in the fall and in the spring rebellion against Generalissimo Chiang Kai
Hockey is another popular sport that
brings out many participants eager to exhibit their ability to swing a stick. Fatalities
are infrequent, but there are always a few
cracked shins, bruised knees and ankles, and
infinite sandspur irritations. However, if
you are willing to take the chance, you'll
have lota of fun. The winter term being
the coolest of the three terms, proves the
moat adequate for hockey.
For those interested in fencing and arch-

Shek is now rushing to offer his services to
Chiang.
Not much has been heard until this week
of the activities of the British and the
French since the anti-piracy conference.
Tue.sday, however, brought news that the
thirteen hundred ton British warship. Basilisk had attempted to blow up a pirate submarine with depth-bombs after the latter
had discharged a torpedo in its direction.
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Footnotes
By PENGUIN PEGGY

Speaking seriously
there is
ny, but Mort Lichenstein talked
something to look forward to when
loud right behind us we couldn't the boys who spent the summer at
hear a word. We were a bit baf- Bloch's camp start quartetting.
fled anyway when the goat waf Buss, Bill, Wally and are t h e
pulled on the field because we lucky lads who will compose this
could have sworn we'd seen his ensemble of the first water. Inciface somewhere before and we dentally, Congrats to Bus Erie for
could not remember where. But having joined the ranks of Kappa
a few minutes later when
Alpha.
Farnsworth came on the field it
come to us in a time flash. Why
it was absolutely remarkable how
when they stood
together
couldn't tell them apart! It must
have been due to the constant association during the day Saturday.

Dear Dean:
We know we can't approach you in a tropical hat with a fan in each
hand, or in a silk dressing gown and a Sherlock Holmes Detective cap,
as was the customary approach in former times, but we can make just
as much noise as any Baboon ever did when it comes to our pet peeves.
We feel that something should be done immediately concerning this
year's mental mix ups.
Nothing is what it used to be.
We haven't even had time to go that flower?" As Dr. Hopoff didn't
Needless to say, Russell is back!
dig up a bottle of cream soda since know Matthew's mother he couldn't
our arrival and when things come answer, so we all took intermis- And she arrived in full form at
Editor:
2:00
A. M., in the morning, of all
to such a state something must be sion.
times for anyone to arrive, particUpon viewing the scene that the
did. We refer to our beautiful
new schedule which runs us hag- It's almost too late now, butularly Russell. We woke to the Freshman tried to make a t the last
gey from six-thirty in the morn- there is still a little time left. strains of "Where in the devil is football game I was stricken with
ing until six-thirty at night and Those who have not as yet made my little round box* Who's seen what approached a certain nausea.
then requires extra work besides. arrangements can still meet us my little round box! Where's Cuth- It would seem that eighth grade
We suggest that if this thing is half way between any Tuesday ell?" and soon into the dawn. Shegrammar school students could
to continue you install a chapter and sign up. Of course the school hasn't changed a bit and we'll be have done a good deal better. The
of 'Seeing Eye' dogs to lead us hith- year is only eight months but with willing to bet it won't be long be- poor trial a t a burlesque of the uper, yon and back again. We the proper technique and distribu- fore the two of them start haunt- perclassmen was an insult to their
haven't been able to use our peck- tion we ought to be able to work ing poor Cookie a t the infirmary intelligence.
The alumni a t the game were
ers in some time now and rilly, sixteen in anyway. It's an oppor- again.
righteously enraged by the slovenit is most disconcerting. Rilly it is. tunity you can't afford to miss,
Without a doubt Ford is still the
Besides that, how would you like girls, what with that beautiful king among car makers, and, by ly spirit of those chosen to be the
to jump up and down in some green blue job-on-wheels. And af- bum, we're glad he puts strong future Rollins students. They wonathletic capacity with a bowl of ter all "Some Splash" ticket is springs on his buggies. The re-dered what had happened to what
was once Rollins tradition and
im of Wheat dancing inside quite a meal by himself.
cord for passenger capacity was,
many of them didn't fail to regisyou. Some one of these days
!
I doubt if anyone missed see- up until Sunday, a mere 16—now
And then again we will all soon ing ''Saratoga" Bill Collins in it has risen to 29, courtesy of Miss ter their complaints. Many were
be members of the clan of the dirty front of Beanery the other night. Annie-pants Roper. The car great- the faces of these former Rollinsunwashed because our classes are For a moment we thought we ly resembled a shipwrecked bunch ites a t the Rat Court last night to
so late. Who knows what will were on Broadway confronted by of gang hanging on to the last bit determine for themselves whether
not any of the old Rollins spirit
come next. We're tired of going neon lights. "A conservative lad," of driftwood.
And unless you
to beanery with roommates who we said to ourselves as we took knew beforehand, it was impossible remained. They were not disaphave dirty faces. Please have pity, in the green coat, blue trousers, to discover who sat at the wheel. pointed, thanks to the meteing out
of a few good punishments during
oh, dean, and deliver us from our yellow tie, red socks and pink Free wheeling for all.
that mystic session.
shirt. We'd be willing to bet his
The cheer leaders seemed to do
Dratfully tired,
Bill
Bingham
has
returned
midainty things underneath were lavP, and all other penguins. ender trimmed in orange.
nus his tonsils. We thought it more cheering than the Freshmen
would probably have some effect and I don't believe that the FreshNow we feel much better. That
What interested us most of all upon the way he holds forth, but men being mixed with their upperought to fix them!
at the foot ball game Saturday we were mistaken.
Already he classmcnt dates did the situation
At last has come into our night was not the football. There has taken his classes in hand and any good. At the next football
notice a situation which we con- were a few tense moments though at the present time he is instruc- game a section should be provided
sider both remarkable and just —for instance when Jack-the-giant ting Dr. Newman in Shakespeare. for them so that they could cheer
something or other (the words killer Justice went into the enemy Tonsils or not tonsils Bill, you're
a body the way they have been
escape us.) If only there were lines prepared to slay, because he in the fight again. We're waiting trained. A little more cooperation
e
such unusual
romantic had promised himself four, juicy for the day when you have Wein- and display of school spirit on the
;octions life would be sim- Georgia men before the night was berg taking math from you.
part of the upperclassmen wouldn't
plier and easier.
We refer you over, four he had picked out (perAnd now, kiddies, the time has do the slightest bit of harm. Some
to Moses Miller who goes steady sonally). We sat there waiting for come once more for me to present of the upperclassmen in the stands
the biggest way a small boy the fireworks, but someone inter- to you the question of the week.
d as if they had resigned their
Id. When he doesn't see hisfered before he could find them. It's a sticker, so think hard!
fates to days of non-exertion and
Ducky Wucky for two weeks he
As for the-between-the-half- "Can electric light bulbs fall in the pleasure of letting someone
in always find ample conversa- freshman thing maybe, it was funelse do the work of showing the
on to carry him through fifteen
Rollins spirit.
inutes of steady broadcast. And if
More Freshmen ought to get less
le can't give forth such a broad>cky and show more intelligence.
ist it takes the point out of goIf they did this maybe they would
ing steady, (courtesy of the "red"
forget their poor harmed selves
twork.)
and personal ambitions and work
hard for a school that deserves all
Every once in a while life and
that they have in them to give.
isses seem worth while. Thank
Where is the spirit of the class
you, Matthew. You pulled us
1938?
through one of our toughest days
A Studen.t
hortly ago because no matter
what happened all the rest of the
day after our encounter with you
A smock is a type of nightshirt
could do nothing but giggle,
orn by country people in Engand what can buoy life more than
land during the daytime.
giggle or two?
To enlighten
A dolt is a grown-up person.
you, dear friends, it seems that
Mosques are young mosquitoes.
Matthew and the flower "HibisA vocation is when people go to
have never been introduced
work on their holiday.—Montreal,
and so when Hybiscus stuck her
Star.
any pistoled (don't shoot) crown
Ladies and gentlemen," said the
into Dr. Hopoff's bioUo-gee class,
after-dinner speaker, "before I beMatthew was muddled. Said Matmy address I have something
thew, "What would mother call
that I want to say to you."
—^Bee Hive.
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ROLLINS TOPS SOUTH GEORGIA STATE 13-6, SATURDAY

s

Players Who Started Against S. G. State

ANDSPUR
CRATCHES

South Georgia State Tallies In Second Quarter On
Twenty- Three Yard Pass; Soldati,
Turk Standout In Tar Line

After looking over the 1937 edition of Jack McDowall's Tars
at somewhat of a loss to comment.
The reason for this is that t',
opposition was not of the highest grade and although the Tars roll
up first downs at will, the score of 13-6 was not very decisive.
However, Tar supporters got a good idea of what the Rollins form
of strategy will be like this year. Double wing back power plajs oil
tackle and spinners with the tail back plowing through center will feature Rollins attack this season. The Tars attempted just two pas!,cs.
one of which was partially blocked, while the other grounded, (JiJlespie
being unable to hang on to the ball.
While South Georgia State is a small school which has never bei
able to defeat the Tars, the lads recruited from the red clay hills
Georgia always have presented a tough problem for the Tars to figu
out.
Last year Rollins question mark was in the line, and while .some of
the Tar players seemed to loaf a bit out there Saturday night, McDowall's assistant, Alex Waite has done a good job with the bo\s. Il
is our opinion that if the Tars are defeated it will be through lack of
offensive strength rather than a weak defense.
Ollie Daugherty, who was All-State while at Southern, is the center
of Rollins' offensive artillery. Ollie is the kind of back who is poison
for opposing players to tackle as he brings his knees up high in front
of him with a lot of drive from his 190 pound frame and any one trying
to bring him down head-on gets a knee in the chin. With Daugherty
hitting off left tackle and Mclnnis on the opposite tackle, Rollins has
the makings of a real offensive. If either Curry or Hal Brady, both of
whom seem to be perpetually out of action can conquer the injury jinx
and aid Gerard Kirby at the spinner post, Rollins should do all right.
Mclnnis is a fast and shifty runner who can edge through a Ime.The
substitute backfield should improve with a couple of games exiwrience
under its belt Buck Johnson, who is built on the lines of Daughert\,
is a hard runner who knows how to follow his interference and may
prove to be one of the most valuable men on the Tar squad..
When Mo Miller went into the fray there was a little buzz of interest in the stands as the spectaors wondered what he would do. And
while he did nothing sensational, he played a good heady game and on
several occasions reminded one of George, his brilliant brother. We
would say that Mo is every bit as fast as George and almost as shifty,
but so far hasn't revealed George's ability to go full titlt, stop short,
and then continue with uninterrupted speed. Two players like George
are pretty much to expect of any family.
With George Miller out of the lineup, Rollins can now concenirale
on off-tackle slants. Last year play after play would be sent into the
center of the line in an effort to lure the secondary in and act as a decoy until Millier could be shaken loose on one of his sensational touchdown jaunts.
Southeastern Louisiana will be the opposition next Friday night and
the result of that game will furnish the criterion of Rollins possibilities for the season. We'll take the Tars by one touchdown. We imagine that McDowall will work a bit on pass defense and it is our opinion
that the Louisiana boys will be unable to outscore the Tars through
the line.
While wc hate to brag we would like to call it to your attention that
we picked the Yanks in five games two weeks ago. In the first three
games the Yankees packed so much power that the Giants decided to
leave the showers running as Gumbert, Melton, Schomacher, and even
the great Hubbell trooped to the mound and then back to the locker

Despite losing the opener Carl Hubbell proved that he is one of the
great pitchers of all time as he throttled the hardest hitting club in
baseball history with six hit pitching. Hubbel is an artist at his trade.
He has poise and confidence. When he rears back, throws his right
foot high in the air and lets fly, you immediately get the impression
that here is a pitcher that knows his stuff.
Lefy Gomez is another "clutch" pitcher. He has never lost a World
Series game and has come out on top five times, but his style is different. He works hurriedly, pitching almst as soon as he receives the
ball from the catcher. Watching him, you get the impression that he
is pitching fast because he is nervous, but his record belies that obserTation.
While the series started out lopsidedly the Giants roused themselves
in the last two games to make a real tussle out of baseball's biggest
show. In the final game Gomez was in hot water from the opening
inning on and the outcome was in doubt until the last out in the ninth.
The Giants gave all they had against a superior team and it just wasn't
enough.

One Hundred Twenty- Girls' Basketball
Five Students Pass Teams Org^anized By
Director Jane Forte
S w i m Examination
Organization of girls' basketball
teams began Monday, Oct. 11 under the direction of Miss Jane
Forte, assisting the girls' physical
education director, Miss Marjorie
Weber, and regular "round robin"
tournaments will begin. The first
part of the term will be taken up
with technique, then the real play
will follow.
Interest in the inter-sorority
basketball games this year is expected to be unusually high, since
many of the former players, and
also fine groups of new players are
being organized.
Many girls have signed up for
ew work this year, and several j
teams are expected to compete be- j
fore the boys' regular varsity crew i
takes over Lake Virginia.
!
asses in Modern dancing also :
^ a large enrollment.
i

One hundred twenty-five students passed the swimming test thi
past week at Rollins College and
swift progress is being made in the
aquatic sports and swimming divisions, according to Fleet Peeples,
director.
Much interest is being
shown in the new talent discovered
in the various classes this year for
intramural and team work later in
the season.
Rachel Harris, former Winter
Park High School swimmer, who in
the past two years ran very close
free style races with Katherine
Kawles. is among those entered for
aquatic sports this year. She has
enteretl the diving class and bids
fair to become an excellent diver
during the year. Sue Terry is also
entered for swimming and diving.
In the beginners class, Estell
Mae Bowles, Harriet Brown. Eva
Reinhart and Edna Pearl Harmon
are making steady progress. The
ig or diving to practice as n
goal for beginners is to swim j
possible between regular c
across Lake Virginia by the end of periods, but stay within the di
the fall term.
ted swimming boundaries.
Director Peeples urges all stu- dents who are taking any sv

DAUGHERTY, BRADY
SCORE TOUCHDOWNS
^
IN FIRST PERIOD
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freshmen Lineup Studded
With former Prep Stars
With only two \veeks remaining before the initial game the Tarlets
are fast developing into a formidable fighting machine. Speed and
power are the mixims of Coach "Goose" Kettles who, although hampered by a limited squad, is aided by material which is studded by
former Prep School and High School stars.
Until recently the main work of
the Tarlets squad has been to offer as much resistence as possible
to the Varsity, but since the opening game is just around the cornei
it has been necessary to work the
freshman squad alone to attain
team work and timing.
The probable backfield line-up
will see such speeders as Lew Bethea, Clyde Jones, Sam Hardman,
and Earl Brankhart in action. Bethea who formerly attended Leesburg High School was rated as an
All-State half back.
Jones, of
Asheville High School was rated
there as one of the best half backs
in the state and Hardman of Landon High School filled an All-South
half back berth. Earl Brankhart,
while attending Winter Garden
High School made the All-Conference team at the quarter back posi-

Under the supervision of Coach
Kettles and with the aid of the
daily contact work against the Varity the line has developed into a
trong defensive unit. The outstanding threat of the Tarlets will
n the ball snagging ability f
the ends, Lingerfelt and Sedlmayr.
Linderfelt is a former All-Western
and from Asheville. Sedlmayr pepped at Florida Military Institute

where he displayed very fine football.
The tackles, Mel Clanton and
Len Phillips, will no doubt prove
to be valuable assets in the defense. Both are big and hard to
move. Phillips formerly attended
Lessburg High School, while Clanton received his football education
at Lakeland. The center of the
line is amply fortified by such
stalwarts as Rembock and Hagerty, guards, and Rodda, center. Both
Rembock and Rodda gained their
experience while playing on the
undefeated elevens of Scarborough
School, N. Y. 'Haggerty played a
prominent part in athletics at Winter Park.
The Tarlets may face Winter
Park High School in a practice
game in the near future, the outcome of which will probably reveal
what departments need strengthening.
An Irishman had been thrown
over a fence by an enraged bull.
He had just recovered when he
noticed the bull pawing the ground
and furiuosly tossing his head.
'If it wasn't for bowing nad
aping," said Mike, "I'd think yer
threw me over on purpose."—Wall
Street Journal.
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EO m SIIIRS
VIRGINIA CLUB
B a t t e d .315 a n d Poled F i f t e e n
Home Runs; Two With
Bases Loaded
TEAM WON PLAY-OFF
Hits Twelve Triples and F o r t y
D o u b l e s D u r i n g Season
Rollins' Ed Levy completed his
second season in professional baseball by pounding the ball at a .BU
clip for Norfolk in the Piedmont
League.
Despite Ed's collecting fifteen
home runs, twelve tripples and forty doubles, Norfolk finished in second place, four games behind Richmond, the league winner.
However, Norfolk won the playoff and colleted big money prize
by beating Richmond three out of
four games, then dropping Portsmonth in three straight games.
Levy swatted a home run in the
second play-off game at Richmond.
Big Ed banged his homers in the
"clutch." In one game during the
regular season, he broke up the
game in the tenth inning with a
long home run over the right field
fence wath two out and nobody on
to win the game for Norfolk, 1-0.
Norfolk managed to get just two

HELP KEEP THE RECORDS CLEAN FOR

1937-38

Rollins Safety Campaign
Observe All Traffic Regulations At All Times
SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT- FACULTY TRAFFIC COMMITTEE

Under the floodlights of Tinker Field, the Itollins Tars opened their
1937 grid schedule, Saturday, by overpowering South Georgia State,
13-6.
The victory boosts the total of consecutive wins including last
season's play to seven. Rollins has not been defeated since the Miami
Hurricanes turned the trick in the second game last year.
As expected with George Mille:
out of the line-up, the Rollins at- over the goal line for the score. It
tack was molded on power plays was a nicely executed play as Bornwith the Tars' low charging line to appeared to be well covered by
opening up the holes. The Tars Mo Miller, but then suddenly emerreceived the opening kick-off and ged behind Mo, ran to his right a
marched seventy yards up the few steps, and took the pass on the
field to score.
Big Dick Turk barged through
Score In Nine Plays
Hume scoped up the kick-off to block the try for extra points.
Score: Rollins 13—Sooth Georafter fumbling momentarily and
ran it back twenty yards
Then gia State 6.
This ended the scoring for the
Ollie Daugherty and Snooks Mclnnis combined on double-wing day and the two teams battled on
back power plays off tackle to even terms during the third quarall across on nine plays, ter and most of the fourth perns line was opening up iod.
With about four minutes left to
in the Georgians' dethe backs came piling play, Daugherty ripped off twentythrough for gains of from five to six yards from the visitors forty
ten yards on every play.
High yard marker and then little Mo
stepping,
hard
driving
Ollie Miller collected sixteen more yards
Daugherty finally crashed across on four tries. The gun ending the
from the four yard line. Rick Gil- game came to the rescue of the
lespie kicked the extra point from Georgians with Rollins on their one
yard line.
placement.
Statistics Favor Tars
Defense Impregnable
Rollins had much the better of
During this first period it appeared that the game would be a the struggle in the matter of staalkaway for Eollins. The Tar tistics gaining 287 yards from
Ollie
defense was impregnable and the scrimmage to State's 61.
and
"Twinkletoes"
South Georgia lads were unable to Daugherty
fashion out a first down during the Mclnnis rolled up 160 of that total.
Soldatti, Turk, "Punk" Matthews
quarter.
As the quarter ended Rollins was and Warren Hume stood out in the
hammering at the Georgians' goal Rollins forward wall. Bill Daughnd had worked the ball down to thg erty, making his first appearance
three yard line. Here Coach Mc- in the varsity line-up performed
Dowall sent in his second team and well at end. Bill played in the
on the first play Buck Johnson backfield while in high school so
drove over left tackle to score, but he still is inexperienced at his new
the visitors were off-side.
The position.
The two big Georgia tackles, Dilplay was called back and the
Georgians were penalized half the lard and Holmes were instrumental
in
stopping many of Rollins thrusts
distance to the goal which brought
the ball to the one and one-half and were ably backed up by Coffee and Bruce.
yard line.
Hal Brady then
The Eollins players opened the
on the next play. Bornto broke
through to block Kirby's try for game in uniforms new to Tar supporters.
The jerseys are gold with
point.
a blue circle encasing a small blue
Georgians Stiffen
number on the chest and big blue
From this point on South Geor
numbers on the back. The pants
gia State stiffened and began tc
are the usual blue and gold vertifight back.
The Georgia team
cal stripe. These new jobs are
ran the following kick-off back
much more colorful than the drab
twenty yards to the 35 yard line.
blue jerseys.
Then the pony backfield of Ramey,
Cason, Bannister and Coffee ca
For the second half, the players
ried the ball down field to the Ti
changed to last year's blue jerseys
23 yard line.
with gold circles and gold numbers.
The Eollins line, with the e
ception of Dick Turk and Sock
When Rick Gillespie booted that
Soldatti, was carrying out its du- low, end over end place kick over
ties in a rather half-hearted fash- the bar after the Tars' first touchion, doing just well enough to down, it was his thirteenth successkeep any runner from getting en- ful attempt. He has missed just
tirely in the clear.
one kick in his two years on the
varsity.
Soldatti Excels
Stumpy little Soldatti was esCoach Jack McDowall let all his
pecially outstanding as he wormed his way through the opening men see a little action in the game.
d roamed at will in the en- Rollins starting line-up was Bill
emy backfield to be in on over half Daugherty, Don Ogilvie, Wes Dennis, Dick Turk, Jack Justice, Don
the tackles.
With the ball on the 23 yard Matthews, and Warren Hume in
line, the Georgians caught the the line with Maron Mclnnis, Ollie
Tars unawares with a beautiful Daugherty, Rick Gillespie and Curleft-handed pass from Clifton to ry Brady in the backfield.
Bornto. The latter caught the ball

Sock Soldatti, Gerard Kirby, Mo
Miller, Buck Johnson, Frank Dauhits and Levy rapped out both of nis, Al Swan, Joe Knowles, Jack
Hoy, Hal Brady, Bob Hayes, Carl
them.
Playing against Portmouth, Nor- Thompson and Paul Bouton also
folk went into the last half of the saw considerable action.
tenth trailing 3-2. Levy stepped
It was the first varsity appearup to the plate with two runners
aboard and one out and claimed a ance of nine of the players. These
home run to give Norfolk the game are Daugherty, Soldatti, Ogilvie,
Miller, Johnson, Swan, Bouton,
5-3.
Hoy and Knowles.
Ed also beat Richmond with a
four bagger in the ninth. During
Ollie Daugherty was captain for
the year he banged out two homers the night. As usual Jack Justice
th the bases loaded.
got into his weekly scrap and the
Levy missed making the league Tars suffered a fifteen yard penAll-Star line-up by one vote. He alty for slugging. Luckily for Rolthe best fielding first basethe referee missed a few later
in the league, but his hitting attempts of Justice to finish the
while on the road was considered a job.
little weak. His manager says that
he has the ability to become the
Rollins next home game will be
right handed first baseman in
ith Southeastern Louisiana next
baseball.
, Friday at Tinker Field. When the
Levy's six feet five inch frame Tars met the Louisiana team two
will probably be stretching for the years ago they were defeated rathhigh one with Newark next year, er decisively, 19-6.
i is the product of the Yankee
farm system and McQuinn, the
Last year Louisiana marched
Bears regular first baseman last through the season without a de)n, was sold to the St. Louis feat being chalked up against them.
Browns, Newark won the Interna- This year the team has won two
tional League bunting and then de- out of three games. The Louisiana
feated Columbus in the "Little State frosh put over two last quarWorld Series" for the champion- ter touchdowns to upset them, 13-7,
ship of class AA ball clubs.
in the opening fray of the season.
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Held
Tars Expect Tough Battle Open-House
Sunday Night By
Theta
Kappa
Nus
With Louisiana College
Expecting stiff competition from
one of the strngest lubs on its
schedule, Rollins Tars will prepare
this week for their second game of
the season Friday night, Oct. 15,
against Southeastern Louisinana
at Tinker Field.
The Lions from Hammond, La.,
present a fast and triky outfit this
year. Posessing a good passing attack and hard and shifty climax
runners, Southeastern will give the
boys of McDowall his toughest assignment so far this season.
Coach A. L. "Red" Swanson, former Louisiana State University
line star, begins his seventh season

as head football coach of South
eastern. Last year his team was
undefeated, altho playing some of
the strongest teams around that
setion of the country.
Already the Lions have defeated
Southwest Mississippi College 52-6,
and Tulane Frosh 19-0. They lost
to Louisiana State Frosh 13-7, in
their opening game, after holding
their rivals 1-0 for three quarters
of the game.
Southeastern's line averages 185
pounds per man while the backfield
tips the scales at 177. The light
team has been outweighed so far
this season, but has outplaed every
opponent.

An open house for the students
and faculty of Rollins was given
by the Theta Kappa Nus at Hooker
Hall Sunday evening from 7:30 until 9:45.
The guests were entertained by
dancing, which included a "Big
Apple" Dance. Towards the end
of the evening refreshments wt
served.
Bill Barr and Bob Hayes were
charge of arrangements.
One hundred and twenty-five
guests were received during the
evening.

Phi Mu Sorority
Entertains Girls
At Coffee Friday

Rollins To Meet Millsaps
In Lakeland Fri,, Nov, 12
Rollins Tars will play Millsap
College at League Field, Lakeland,
Florida, on Friday night, Nov. 12,
in a game sponsored by the Junior
Chamber of Commerce of that city
according to an announcement by
officials at Rollins today.
The recreation department of the
city of Lakeland, headed by W. W.
Alderman, superintendent, will also cooperate with the Junior Chamber of Commerce which is staging
the contest, possibly an annual attraction for the city.
This game will give the people
of Lakeland an opportunity to
watch four Lakeland players perform for the Tars this year, and
several others who played for
Southern College and are well
known in Lakeland. Don Matthews
won his letter last year thru his
sterling play at right tackle.
Al Swan, Paul Bouton and Jack
Hoy, all members of the championship 1935 Lakeland High School aggregation, are sophomores vying
for starting positions on this year's
club. They are already slated for
heavy reserve duty, and are expected to bolster the depleted re-

The Phi Mu sorority entertained
or twelve freshmen and transfer
girls at a coffee Friday night in
Caroline Fox dormitory. Coffee,
cookies and nuts were served as
refreshments.
serve forces left open upon the
After the coffee the guests playgraduation of several members of
ed cards.
last year's Tar eleven.
Bob Hayes of Webster, guard;
Carl Thompson, center from Pahokee, and Ollie Daugherty, Wildwood back, all lettermen last year,
formerly played for Southern College.
The most recent addition to the
Inasmuch as Southern College
has dropped football from its ath- conservatory is Mr, Eugene Sturletic program, the Rollins-Millsaps chio who will organize a college
encounter is the only intercollegiate band and also give instruction in
The first
contest scheduled for Lakeland this 'ass instruments.
season. Millsap, rival SIAA con- •eeting of the band will be next
ference club for the Tars, is consid- Tuesday evening at seven thirty in
ered to be one of the strongest the Conservatory. All students interested in this organizaton, whethteams in its class in the South.
Altho Rollins is scheduled to play er they already know how to play
only one out-of-State contest, that these instruments or not, are urged
with Ohio Wesleyan in Delaware, to attend.
Ohio, the game in Lakeland is the
second out-of-town "home" game
for the Tars. The other contest
has been arranged on Thanksgiving eve at Leesburg when the Tars
meet Newberry College, Nov 24.
The wedding of Miss Virginia
This game will also benefit Lees- Orebaugh to Mr. Watt Marchman,
burg fans who are desirous of both of Rollins, will take place in
watching four Leesburg athletes the Knowles Memorial Chapel Satplaying on this year's squad.
day, October 16, at 4 o'clock.

Will Hold Meeting
Of Band At 7:30,
Sturchio To Direct

The Kappa Kappa Gammas entertained fifteen rushees at an after dinner coffee last Wednesday
night at 7:30. The coffee was held
in the Kappa chapter house.
Coffee, nuts and mints were
served and the guests played pingpong.
The hostesses were Babe Smith
and Bliz Blunden, and H. Brown
poured.

House Dance Given
By Phi Delta Theta
Florida Beta chapter of Phi Delta Theta entertained twenty-five
rushees and their dates at a house
dance Friday night at 8:30.
Horace D'Ambrogio served as
chairman for the dance.
Mrs. Lester, Mrs. Enwright, Mrs.
Wilcox and Dr. Farley chaperoned.
A victrola furnished the music
for dancing.
Punch and coolies
were served.
Corsages were given to all of the
girls by the chapter.
Sunday morning at 8:30 about
fifteen rushees were entertained at
breakfast at the Phi Delt house.

ISOCIALU ICH LIGHTS
Interracial Club
Met On Wednesday
To Discuss Plans
The first meeting of the Rollins
Inter-racial Relations Committee, a
student-faculty group interested in
welfare work among the negroes
and the improvement of inter-racial
relations, met on Wednesday evening at the home of Professor
Tance to discuss plans for the com
ing year.
Each year in addition to arranging to supplement the luncheons in
the negro grammar school and assisting the Hungerford School and
the Colored Day Nursery, the committee undertakes some major project. Last year, with the help of a
S750 donation from the Aldis Estate, the committee raised $1500
with which a library for the negroes, adjoining the colored school,
was erected and equipped as a memorial to Mrs. Mertie Grover.
All students who would like to
join the committee are invited to
give their names to Prof. France,
Prof. Trowbridge, Prof. Clarke and
Emily Showalter.

Gamma Phis Hold
First Weekly Tea
Of College Year

Beta Phi sorority members are entertaining the freshman and transfer rushees.
An after dinner coffee was held
last Wednesday evening a t Mayflower Hall. Mary Dudley, the
chapter president, presided.
On Sunday morning a breakfast
was sei-ved to rushees.

ON AND OFF
CAMPUS

Emily Posts's Blue |
I) Book Now Available \
At Rollins Library]
ill

Jane Harding left Saturday for
St. Joseph, Missouri. She will be
bridesmaid at Ann Smith's wedding
Saturday, and will return to school
next Monday,
Mary Louise Budreau flew to
Racine, Wisconsin, Thursday to attend a wedding. She returned to
the campus Monday.
Mary Malta Peters drove to
Tampa Saturday with Miss Nicholas.
Marguerite Beyer and Mickey
Averett returned to RoUins Sunday.
Dick Heintz of Buffalo, New
York, has been visting Bill Scheu

Engagement Of Miss
Schantz To Ben F.
Kuhns Is Announced
The engagement of Miss Marian
Elizabeth Schantz, of Dayton. Ohio
to Benjamine F. Kuhns, '35 of Dayton, was announced in August.
The wedding will be held at the
Central Reform Church November
t 8:30. The reception will be
at Dayton Country Club.
While at Rollins Mr. Kuhns was
member of 0. D, K., R Club, varsity golf and tennis teams, and the
X Club.

Last Friday the Gamma Phi
Betas held the first of their weekteas at their newly decorated house
at 570 Osceola Drive. There were
many students present at this informal party as well as members
of the faculty and administration.
To entertain the different groups
there was a badminton game, pingpond and croquet. Tea was served
both in the house and on the lawn.
The hstesses were Wilma Heath,
Cathie Bailey and Elsie Moore.
The members of the faulty and
administration who were present
were Dean Sprague, Dean and Mrs.
What do the upperclassmen
Anderson, Miss Enyart, Dr. and think thing of the Freshmen?
Mrs. Waddington and daughter,
Marcia Stoddard: They are a fair
Miss Orebaugh entertained a Anne, Dr. Stone and Madame group but they need to go through
few friends at an informal dinner Bowman.
a load of drastic changes to beparty at her home Friday evening.
Alpha Psi chapter of Kappa Al- come deent Rollins Upperclassmen.
Kathering Lewis is entertaining
Helen Brown: After all is said
ia announces the pledging of
iss Orebaugh with a miscellaneBroadus
Earle, Jack Hoy and Alex and done they still can not "button
•s shower and bridge at her home
Waite, and the repledging of Elmo right."
tonight.
Miller and Jesse Gregg Monday
Mac Cunningham: Rats, you have
been riding high, wide and handThirty-one coeds at the Univer- night, October 4.
some lately, and your opperclasssity of Nebraska were exposed to
The X Club announces the pledg- men don't like it—so smarten up.
infantile paralysis when a grade
chool teacher rooming in their ing of Oliver Wittmer, of PittsPolly hambers: Wil they ever
rooming-house became ill with the urgh, Pennsylvania, Monday night, compare with the classes of '38,
October 4.

Copies of the 1937 edition of
Blue Book Ettiquette by Emily
Post are now available in the Rol
lins College Library and all students are being urged to use this
fine book to keep well posted o
the changing rules of good taste,
Mrs. Helen G. Sprague, Dean of
Women, in commenting on
book says: "All students, both boys
and girls, should read this book.
particularly those chapters dealing
with fraternity house parties. College activites and chaperonage,
This will keep you up to date on
good taste, and the changes in social conventions and reasons for
them are explained in interesting
style by the author."
This book may be secured in the
college library at any time and will
prove interesting reading. The recent tests on Social Usages, given by Dean Enyart during Orientation week, showed interesting results.

Student Council
Holds Meeting
The first meeting of the Student
Council was held at 7:30 October
6 in the Chapel Choir Room. The
purpose of the meeting was to
nominate and elect college committees. The Council also discussed
the allocaton of funds for the coming year.
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Virginia Orebaugh,
Watt Marchman To
Be Married Saturday

After - Dinner Coffee Members Of Pi Beta
Served In Lodge By Phi Serve Breakfast
Kappa Kappa Gamma With customary enthusiasm, Pi
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SANDSPUR

Inquiring Reporter
'39, or even '40? Sorrowfully, but
candidly I don't thCink so.
Jess Greggs: Individually the
rats are all right, but collectively
they're idiotic. Perhaps through
careful survience there might be a
chance for them.
Elmer Zilch (nee George Fuller):
Candidly speaking, I'd sa the Freshmen girls are too high-hat, they
seem to mistake every upperclassman as rats of the lowest order.
The boys conduct themselves a little better, but the girls ;
ases for the rat court.

B! ROLLINSITES

Greater Part of College Goes
To Coronado And Daytona
BEANERY LUNCH SERVED
In spite of rain and sunless skies
the Pelican and Coronado Beach
were crowded with Rollins Students Sunday. A lunch from Beanery was served at noon.
Polly Raoul, Johnny Turner, Ted
Pitman, Mac Cunningham, Freling
Smith, Marilyn Tubbs, Mr. and
Mrs. Gregg and daughter, Jean,
Don Cetrulo, Bob
Davis, Ray
Hickock, George Fuller, Bob Kurvin, Carl Good, Bill Scheu, Dick
Heintz, Bliz Blunden, Jane Richards, Bob Cuthell, Gerard Kirby,
Dot Bryn, George Clark, Herb
Hoover, Gracia Tuttle, Marshall
Schoentteler, Jim Coates, Matt Ely,
Bruce Edwards, Bill Mac Brian,
Barbara Babb, Rosemary Glenn,
Betty Jack, Peg Wilson, H. Brown,
Tom Phillips, Babe Smith, Wendy
Davis, Babe Casparis, Betty Reser,
Betty Brock, Nat Bedell, George
Holt, Becky Holt, Bud Coleman,
Bob Belden, Bob Hill, D. A. Davis,
John Sancarter, Kay Burgher,
Norton Lockhart, Jim Scarlett, Dr.
Holt, Mary Smith, Sue Macpherson,
Jack Rich , Mohamed Mehidein,
la Heidlerord, Jim Craig, CaroSandlin, Jean Turner, Paul
Twachman,
Betty
McCutcheh,
Marge McQueen, Si Vario, Jayne
Rittenhouse, Audrey Flower, Ann
Roper, Tita Steuve, June Langworthy, Neil Luzier, Jean Mendelson, Jerry Holland, Dick Cutchen, Joe Hanna, Bob Van Beynum,
Skippy Arnold, Elsie Moore, Betty Machamer, Hortense Dennison,
Sally Tyler, Eleanor Rand, Ruth
Hill, Peggy Whiteley, Barbara
Bryant, Jane Forte, Jean Fairbanks, Cathie Bailey, Skeeter Dean,
Polly Chambers, Horace D'Ambrogio, Bud Goetz, Mickey McAuliffe,
Fay
Bigelow, June
Reinhold
Marge Wilson, Claire Fontaine,
Dorothy Hesser and Jose Rodriguez
were the students and faculty registered at the Pelican.
History students at Mount Holyoke College have written a prophecy about whither we are drifting
to be sealed up for a hundrec
years.

K. A.'s Entertain
With Outdoor Dance
Last Friday Night
The Kappa Alphas entertained
ith a house dance last Friday
evening from 8:30 until 11:30
o'clock. The guests danced on the
tdoor dance floor behind the
chapter house.
Those invited were members of
the fraternity and about thirty
freshman boys and their dates.
Music was furnished by a victrola and punch was served during
the evening.
Dr. and Mrs. Rhae Smith, Mr. and
[rs. Edwin Granberry, Mrs. Belen, Mrs. Twachtman and Mrs.
Neil chaperoned the dance.

Coronation Posters
To Be Exhibited At
Rollins Art Studio

Kansas State coeds and football
coaches had a common enemy—
thieves. Coeds at the girls' dormitory lost $150, the head coach
lost $19 and the assistant freshAn invitation has been issued by
man coach, a watch worth $35.
Miss Robie for all professors, upperclassmen and freshmen to come
to the Art Studio and see her exhibit of English Coronation posters. If you are interested in English History take advantage of this
opportunity.
Rytex Personal Stationery
The continental display shows
$1.23 per order
many cathedrals which are connected with episodes in English History, done by the foremost artist of
England. Jack Rich is also lending some of his famous English
posters.
Don't forget to visit the art and
sculpture division of the studio.
Here you will witness the work of
you fellow-students.

The Rollins Press
Store

K^hesterfields go right along

Southern Dairies
SEALTEST ICE
CREAM

Verna Maxon To Be
Honored At Supper
is served exclusive
Mr. and Mrs. William Fredrick
in the Beanery.
Yust are giving a supper Sunday
evening at 7 o'clock in honor of
Mi.ss Verna Maxson, member of the
Rollins College library staff who
leaving to join the staff of tho
Tampa Public Library.
The guest list includes Miss
Maxson, the honoree, Miss W
Herron, Mrs. Georgiana Hill Stone
and Mr. Stone, Mias Hazel Sawyi
Miss Dorothy Moore, Miss Nancy
Felt, Miss Peggy Helm and M
and Mrs. Yust.

0der
rfastH

^etter^l

with smokers.., giving them the kind of a smoke
they want...in the way they like it best.
Chesterfields are refreshingly milder
they've
got a taste that smokers like. Chesterfields are
different from all the rest.. .THEY SATISFY.

tsv*'

Chesterfield
... tne^'llgive^ou
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